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By Your Name





What is Poppy Bubbles?
A business whose goal is relaxation and mindfulness. It 
brings together small producers of bath products, soaps, 
bath bombs, lip balms, candles etc and makes them into a 
whole bath routine delivered monthly to your door. 

I started Poppy Bubbles during the first coronavirus 
lockdown in the summer of 2020. During lockdown I 
enjoyed buying and testing new bath products I found 
online on sites like etsy. Having a warm bubble bath at the 
end of the day gave me something to look forward to as I 
did home schooling for my GCSEs.

Originally I started Poppy Bubbles as something to 
entertain myself during the summer holidays but now it's 
turned into a way of creating not only a product people 
want to purchase but also helping raise funds for a charity 
I'm interested in. 



How does it work?
I choose a new monthly box theme based alternately 
on scent and colour.  For example, strawberry, sky 
blue, mango, purple, and lemon are the first five boxes. 

I find producers online and we agree on minimum 
orders and wholesale pricing for their products. I really 
enjoy the sourcing of products and engaging with new 
suppliers. I list the subscription box options online as 
well as the individual products and a one off box 
option. To make things transparent postage is included 
in the price of subscriptions.



Technology
Poppybubbles.co.uk is built using Shopify. I chose Shopify as my mum uses it 
for her business and I helped her out during lockdown. Although I had never built 
a website from scratch myself I was somewhat familiar with the way Shopify 
works. I used one of the supplied templates but ended up changing the majority 
of it to fit my design vision. I struggled most with writing the content for the site 
as I’m dyslexic so that came into play. 

Shopify is an ecommerce website software that is fully manageable and 
updateable without needing to learn code. I upload images, which I have taken, I 
write product descriptions, I write and link blog posts as well as linking to Poppy 
Bubbles instagram feed.

Although I have often taken photos with my phone, I'd never taken product 
photos before setting up Poppy Bubbles. I had also never used illustrator or 
photoshop software to create digital designs or edit my images. I really enjoyed 
learning how to crop and modify my photos as well as experimenting with getting 
as close to professional images as possible.



Charity
15% of Poppy Bubbles profits will go to mental health 
charity Young Minds. I feel strongly that young adults 
and children should have access to online and in 
person mental health support which is exactly what 
Young Minds offer.  I find this charity relevant to Poppy 
Bubbles seeing as I am a student and many people my 
age, as well as others close to me, struggle with mental 
health due to exam or school stress and more recently 
the effect of coronavirus. 

Selling a product to aid mindfulness and relaxation 
whilst raising money for youth mental health makes me 
really proud.



Next Steps



Growing the business
I promote Poppy Bubbles by posting on the business instagram 
account. I did a Christmas giveaway and plan on doing more 
giveaways in the future. I want to work with other businesses to 
offer giveaways to grow our followings on social media and to 
build my email subscribers list.

You can sign up for updates by email on the homepage of my 
website but I haven’t done much yet to engage my email 
subscribers. I plan to learn how to use Shopify to send email 
marketing messages to customers who are already engaged. 
This would be to tell them about new products and to offer 
them gift codes to share amongst their friends. If Poppy 
Bubbles was going to grow as a larger scale company I would 
include updates on Young Minds activities. 



In May I took a stall at a local craft fair where lots of 
small business owners came together to sell their 
products. The sale was successful as a way of 
getting the business name out but I only made a 
couple sales. If I was to do another sale I would 
make sure to do more research to see if my target 
market made up a decent portion of the visitors and if 
people were going to browse or to actually buy the 
product.

I want to get some testimonials from happy 
customers and put these on my website. Trust pilot 
style reviews are very helpful but it’s very expensive 
to sign up and I'm not able to afford that yet.

Growing further



Poppy Bubbles web address - www.poppybubbles.co.uk

Young Minds web address- https://youngminds.org.uk

Instagram- @poppybubblesuk

https://poppybubbles.co.uk
https://youngminds.org.uk
https://www.instagram.com/poppybubblesuk/

